The SOR iteration method is popular for solving many of the large sparse systems of linear algebraic equations which are used to approximate many of the partial differential equations which arise in engineering. We consider the matrix equation
INTRODUCTION
We shall be considering the matrix equation Av = w when the usual SOR theory is applicable, as in the textbooks [6] and [2] (that is, when the matrix A is a symmetric positive definite block tridiagonal matrix or a consistently ordered e-cyclic symmetric matrix). The matrix A is split as Suppose that the vector z1a is the initial guess. Then the nth iteration vector is vn = _t7ov"-'+ W', where wi = M-'w, and w is an SOR relaxation constant. As is well known [6, 21 , for each problem (or matrix A) there is an optimal w, denoted by oh, which will result in the smallest possible spectral radius S(_tZ,), which in turn results in the fastest convergence of the iteration, that is, S(&,>) < S(Jm) for all w z wh. As usual S(J) denotes the spectral radius of -8, that is, S( _d) = Max{lh,], w h ere the A i are the eigenvalues of 1).
Polynomial acceleration is a popular way of speeding up the convergence of several iteration methods (for example, read Hageman and Young's [2] discussion of the Chebychev acceleration method). There is a result of Zarantello (Theorem 2.2 below) which implies that there is no polynomial acceleration which can improve on the SOR method when the optimal oh is used. Because of this, the unaccelerated SOR iteration with the optimal w (or as close to wh as could be calculated) has always been the way the SOR method has been implemented. We are unaware of anyone trying to "beat" wh by trying to use a polynomial acceleration together with a relaxation factor w#w/,.
We shall present a polynomial acceleration that together with a relaxation factor w < oh will produce a smaller spectral radius and thereby a faster convergence than results from using oh. We shall choose w such that o -1= Aa, the second largest eigenvalue of Jm. In this situation there are no real eigenvalues between A, and w -1 = A,.
There are precisely two eigenvalues that are not on the circle Iz] = o -1, namely A, and its "partner" A _ i, andO<A_,<w-l.Therefore,ifweusea polynomial acceleration to kill the A, coordinate of the error vector, then the "effective" spectral radius will become w -1. The simplest way to do this is to use something that we will call an u&e A,-shifi; namely, we might use the polynomial acceleration associated with the affine function P,(z) = (z -A,)/(1 -A,). In th e very long run, doing this affine shift followed by plain (unshifted) SOR iterations will result in an average spectral radius which approaches w -1 < wh -I. But for a reasonable number of iterations this is a foolish tactic, because this affine shift has a very large eigenvalue circle and therefore will greatly increase the size of the error.
We will present practical polynomial accelerations in Sections 3 and 5 which will "kill off' the undesirable eigenvalue A, without a (large) increase in the spectral radius. 
BACKGROUND. THE EIGENVALUE BANJOS
It is well known (Chapter 5 of [6] or Section 9.3 of [2] ) that when the relaxation factor o is less than the optimal relaxation factor wh, then the set of eigenvalues of the SOR matrix lm, are on a "banjo" (Figure 1 ).
DEFINITION.
Whenever the eigenvalues of a matrix lie on the union of a circle and a real line segment such that (i) the center of the circle is a real number,
(ii) the circle intersects the line segment in exactly one point, (iii) the end points of the line segment are (real) eigenvalues, then the union of this circle and line segment will be called the eigenvalue banjo of the matrix.
We define the a-shi@ for two successive SOR error vectors vi and v,, as whose unique root is at x = a [also P(1) = 11. (Polynomial accelerations are fully discussed later in this section.) Since such a P,(X) is an affine function, these polynomial accelerations will shift the eigenvalues of k', by the affine transformation P,(X) fixed at the point 1. Therefore the u-shift, when a = A,, will shift the eigenvalue banjo of & to eigenvalue banjo for Pr(&) shown in Figure 2 . For example, when w = 1.91 and A, = 0.978 (as will be in the case in the model problem with 10,000 equations which will be discussed in Section 4), the eigenvalue banjos are as shown in Figure 3 .
Polynomial Accelerations
Given a system Au = wa, a splitting A = M -N, and an iteration proce- The associated polynomial is P(r) = Cbixi. Note that Cb, = 1 implies that P(1) = 1.
It will be easy to calculate the consequences of our polynomial accelerations by using the next lemma (which is well known; see [6] or [2] ). LEMMA 2.1.
The error vector and the residual vector for v* will be the same linear combination of the errors and residuals, namely error vector: Given any rth-degree polynomial P,.(z) such that P,.(l) = 1, then
We present a new and simple proof of Theorem 2.2 that is due to our colleague, Professor Heins.
Proof (Maurice Heins [3] ).
Let Q,(z) = P~(z)/z'. Then Q,(l) = 1, and Q,(z) is analytic at ~0. Therefore, the maximum-modulus theorem applies to Q(z) on the region ]z] > a. Therefore there is a complex number z,,, ]za] = a, such that
. Hence ]P,(z,)] > ,zh unless P,(z) = zr. n
POLYNOMIAL ACCELERATIONS OF THE SOR METHOD
In this section we will present two polynomial accelerations of the SOR method, both with A, = w -1, and both polynomials will have the polynomial P,(z) (introduced in Section 1) as a factor.
Suppose we follow a single affine A, shift by regular (unshifted) SOR iterations. Then the associated polynomial is zn-lP,( z) = z-y .z -A,) l-A, Since Pi(,t',> kills off the A, coordinate of the error vector, the "effective" spectral radius for each SOR iteration will be w -1. The spectral radii are S(_dy'P,(_dg) = (w -l)"-'s(P,(~~)), which will be much less than (w, -1)" for very large n, since w < wh.
Unfortunately, the factor S(P,(dm)) will b e sufficiently large to reduce the practicality of this scheme when n is not very large. (l-(A,Y)(W which is often a good deal. We shall be more precise.
DEFINITION.
The A',-sh$ of the r steps of the iteration: 
-A; [( M-lN)r -A;I]
(and M,, N,, and w* are not calculated). The error is given by (using
Doing this Al-shift results in an affine shift of the eigenvalue banjo for Figure 5 . The important thing is that zero is the image of the eigenvalue A', of
Thus the eigenvalues M,' N, all lie on the circle in Figure 5 with the sole exception of P,(A_,).
In this way, this single affrne shift on the collection of r iterations is equivalent to the polynomial acceleration associated with the polynomial P,(z) =
----++ We observe that the spectral radius is Thus this polynomial acceleration appears to have the two desirable properties of lolling off the contribution of the largest eigenvalue without unduly increasing the spectral radius.
In particular, for the model problem with 10,000 equations, V&4)) = 13 1 (wh-l)s . 
COMPARISONS OF THE SPECTRAL RADII
In this section, we present three tables which contain numbers from the "standard model problem." These tables will provide the reader with some actual data on the ratios of the spectral radii discussed in Section 3. At this time, we do not have any data on how much further the spectral radii are reduced by using the polynomial acceleration presented in Section 5.
We examined the five-point finite-difference approximation to Laplace's equation (V'u = 0) on a square using equal mesh sizes (Ax = Ay); this is the model problem presented in Section 1.7 of [2] , and also in [6] . We always choose w = ws such that ws -I = A,. We calculated the numbers in the three tables. We define the number r, by w2 -lr'
Thus ri is the number of steps that it takes the error vector in the SOR method, with ws and no hi-coordinate, to gain a factor of $ over the error vector in the SOR method using the optimal w-value wh. Its values are given in Table 1 .
We arbitrarily decided on 200 iteration steps, and then we calculated the ratios of {the spectral radii of the SOR method (using w,) with a shift done after r iterations} to {the spectral radii of the SOR method with the optimal o}. The results are shown in Table 2 . Table 3 shows how much the shift procedure blows up the size of the error vector, namely, it lists the blowup factors 's(dw;,j ' .
A BETTER POLYNOMIAL ACCELERATION OF THE SOR METHOD
In this section we will present a better polynomial acceleration of the SOR method, again with A, = o -1, and again the polynomial will have P,(z) as a factor. 10,000 1.3x10-2 1.2x10-2 1.1x10-2 1.1x10-2 'r = step at which shift is done.
As P,.(a) is the polynomial whose zeros are the r rth roots of A,, we examined the diagram in Figure 6 . Then we speculated that it might be better to move the zeros radially into the circle of eigenvalues, except of course for the zero at A,. The next theorem will justify this. 
We note that R,,,(l)=l=Rr,h(l) and

R,,,(-a)=O=R,,,(-b)
and that complex &ne maps preserve angles. Therefore
and L(-a,z,l)= L(O,R,,,(z),l).
FIG. 7.
Combining the equations and inequalities on these angles, we see that and we have the diagram in Figure 8 . Therefore 1 R &z)l < IR,,,,(z)( for all z, IzI = a. This inequality is also easily established when 0 < z = Re z < 1. w
We note that this lemma, together with the remarks preceding it, establishes Theorem 5.1 when r = 2. Proof. When n is a powsl of 2 and r = n/2, Sublemma 5.3 says that Q,-l(z) = Qn-d4 = Qr-dz) x QdO
61)
We now observe (with the aid of Lemma 5.2) that 
IQ~,a'(~')I=I'~,,~(~')I<('~,~i(Z')(
AN ALGORITHM FOR THE BETTER POLYNOMIAL ACCELERATION
It is not immediately obvious how to implement the polynomial acceleration associated with the better polynomial &(z)P,(z).
We could do the affine A, shift last or first, but how do we implement Q,(z)?
We calculated, using a = w -I, that 
PROOF OF THEOREM
5.1
We begin by presenting a proof of the inequality (5.0) on the handle of the banjo. when Izl = a.
REMARK.
Hinkkanen observed that Equations (7.1) and (7.2) are equivalent to on the circle IzI = a.
Proof.
Suppose that 1.~1 = a, and write z = aeie. Then
Iz -aI2 1.2" -by2 =,(I+ y-J)
is a decreasing function of 8 for 0 < 0 < r and takes a smaller value at the above 0 for k > 1 than at ea. Hence we may assume that 0 < 8 < 2r / n.
Further observe that while the function in (7.3) is decreasing, also the function l-cosne 7-l li r-l-1 1-7cosne = 7-l -cos n0 i is a decreasing function of 8 for -r/n < 8 =G 2a/n, since then T G no G 27. SO we may assume that 0 < 8 < r/n. Now we have bcosne l-pcose
where 2P 27 p1= I-P -and TV=-l--7'
We set c2 = b/a > 1, and we will show that CLAIM 7.3.
After that, to prove that lf(z)1' Q A2, it remains to show that CLAIM 7.4. . . . +&n+cl-n.
(7.11) Obviously (7.11) holds, since ck + cTk > 2 for all k [if n is odd, one term on the right side of (7.11) is = 11. Next, (7.10) reads sin n0 < n sin e for oge<&.
This is true if n = 1. For the range of 0 that shrinks with n, this is proven by
sin (n + 1)e = sin no cos e + cos ne sin e Q sin ne + sin e <nsine+sinfI=(n+l)sin8. SO (7.10) holds. To prove (7.9) we note that by definition of Pi and ri and by (7.6) and (7.7) we have
so that (7.9) holds with equality. This establishes Claim 7.3 and (7.2) for ]z] = a, and the lemma is established. W
TWO FINAL REMARKS
The results of our companion paper [l] can be combined to advantage with the results of this paper. In [l] we use an a-shift to "diagonalize" dW; to be more precise, an u-shift was used to push the error vector into the span of the eigenvectors, thereby removing the difficulties normally caused by the principal vector.
The Chebyshev accelerations may also be improved by using the basic ideas of this paper, namely using a polynomial acceleration with a zero at the largest eigenvalue in order to effectively reduce the range of the eigenvalues. Then one can use a faster Chebyshev acceleration on the smaller eigenvalue interval.
THE COMPUTER RUNS
We did a set of computer runs on the popular model problem of Section 1.7 of [2] , which is the five-point rule applied to Poisson's equation on an (equally spaced) 60X60-point square grid with the dictionary ordering. We used the problem (M -iV)u = w, where v was chosen by a random number generator as a vector with integer entries between -999 and +999. Using the randomly chosen answer (vector u), the computer calculated w, and then it used the SOR method with initial guess u0 = 0 to calculate approximate solutions (on, n = 1,2,. . . , 200). Since we knew the exact value of 0, the computer also calculated the 2-norms of the error vectors, IJo -~"11. We wrote our code in APL and ran it on a Macintosh IIci computer. APL does its calculations in double precision.
The computer did five runs as follows:
This was the control run, that is, the standard SOR iteration without acceleration.
We set w = wh = 1.90.. . , where wh is the usual optimal value for o, that is, the value which results in the smallest spectral radius for the unaccelerated SOR iteration matrix.
Run 2. This SOR iteration was accelerated by a single A;-shift performed after the 9th iteration step (followed by 191 standard SOR iteration steps). This is the method discussed in Sections 3 and 4. The data for 3600 equations in Table 2 of end ratios implies that choosing to do the A;-shift at the 9th step will result in the smallest spectral radius. We set w = wa = 1.85.. . , where wa -1 = A,. Here A, = 0.964.. . .
Run 3 (Better polynomial).
Here we used the nine-step better polynomial acceleration as described in Section 5, followed by 191 standard SOR iteration steps. As in run 2, we set w = oa = 1.85.. . , where we -1 = A,. Again A, = 0.964.. . . Of course the shift at step 9 always will result in a jump in the size of the error vector at that step. I call this jump the blowup factor; it is IIV -f&II llv -v*ll (
We could calculate the blowup factors because these were experimental runs in which we knew exact answers. These jumps are clearly seen in Figures 9 and 10 .
In practice one does not know the answer in advance. Instead one calculates the jump in the size of the difference vector. The difference vector We call this ratio the pseudo blowup factor.
We tabulate the jumps in the 2-norms of the error vectors and the difference vectors in Table 4 . We observe that the blowup factors in runs 3, 4, and 5 were predictably large. But we also note that the observable pseudo blowup factors in runs 3, 4, and 5 indicated even larger jumps than actually occurred. After 200 steps, the 2-norm of the error vector in run 3 was 7.2 X lop4 times the 2-norm for the unaccelerated SOR run 1. This is a very nice improvement. It is somewhat higher than 9.0 X 10e5, the ratio of the spectral radii listed in Table 2 for our run (200 steps on a 60 X60-point grid with the single Al-shift performed after the 9th iteration step).
Theorem 5.1 says that the spectral radius for run 3 is less than the one for run 2. When the polynomial accelerations were completed at step 9, the 2-norm of the error vector in run 3 was 0.857 times the one for run 2. Even though both runs 2 and 3 used the same 191 SOR steps afterwards with the same w, this ratio was not constant at 0.857. Figure 11 shows the ratio mostly varying between 0.7 and 0.8 during the last 90 steps. This demonstrates that the better polynomial acceleration of Section 5 does indeed produce a smaller error than the single Al-shift of Section 3. Figure I2 is a graph of the ratios of the 2-norms of the successive error vectors, that is, {Ilv,ll/ Il~,,_~ll, n = ~2,. . . ,200).
In run 4, we simulated a run calculated in single precision by choosing o and the h-shift with errors in the 6th digit. The e-norms of the error vectors in runs 3 and 4 are almost identical for the first 165 iteration steps. (See .) The eigenvector associated with A, starts to make its presence felt in steps 169-173. It dominates the iteration during the last 27 steps. For the last 27 steps, this slowed down the convergence rate to that of A,. This is clearly demonstrated in Figure 12 .
In run 5, we use less exact information for o and A,. As in run 4, the eigenvector associated with A, starts to make its presence felt in steps 169-173.
It dominates the iteration during the last 27 steps. For the last 27 steps, this slowed down the convergence rate to that of A,. Choosing w off from ws by 0.01 results in a larger error vector than in run 3, but one that was still less than one-tenth the error vector for the unaccelerated SOR run 1 from step 138 to step 199. This is shown in Figures 12 and 10 .
We note that using the adaptive SOR method of [2] will provide very accurate values for pi, the largest eigenvalue of the associated Jacobi iteration matrix. This value of pr can be used to obtain very accurate values of A,.
Summary of the Run Using the Better Polynomial
At the beginning of run 3, the polynomial acceleration in the first 8 steps resulted in the 2-norm of the error vector becoming less than one-fifth (0.18)
